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About This Content

Are you ready?

The 2019 Monster Energy NASCAR Cup Series has arrived in NASCAR Heat 3. The 2019 Season Update includes the 2019
Ford Mustang, new paint schemes, driver changes, and the 2019 MENCS schedule.

Highlights include Jimmie Johnson’s Ally Financial Chevrolet Camaro, Martin Truex Jr’s move to Joe Gibbs Racing in the #19
Auto Owners Insurance Toyota Camry, Kurt Busch’s move to Chip Ganassi Racing in the #1 Monster Energy Chevrolet

Camaro, and new drivers including Landon Cassill, Ryan Truex, Joey Gase, Ryan Preece, and more. New this year, you can also
race the 2019 paint schemes online.

It’s 2019. Make history. Download the 2019 Season Update for NASCAR Heat 3 today!
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This game has no map, no difficulty, no real story, and no ending.

There are only a few types of enemies, and the most common ones you fight throughout the entire game can be defeated by
crouching so their bullets move over you. I never took any health damage except at the start of the game before you get the
upgrade to negate fall damage.

The game claims to be a metroidvania game, but in truth it's completely linear. The optional areas- which contain nothing except
suit energy you don't need- only serve to make you waste time walking back and forth.

Basically, the entire game is fighting trivial enemies that are no threat, doing annoying platforming, and then the game abruptly
ends before anything interesting happens.

The game's "ending" is an anticlimax that felt like the developer just got bored of the game and decided to end it half way
through.

=========== SPOILERS BELOW ================

Yes, we all know that video game protagonists always manage to heroicly save the day despite a single person defeating hoardes
of enemies being completely implausible. There's a reason that games are like that. "Ending" the game by having your character
walk into a room and then die through some ambiguous explosion or earthquake or a ship falling on you or whatever that was
isn't some novel idea. It's just an annoying anticlimax that makes the game feel incomplete.. You will never be able to take Total
War games seriously after playing Scourge of War.

Once you get used to the control scheme, you will find a game that models many of the challenges faced by a general on the
19th century battlefield. From lost orders to stubborn subordinates, Scourge of War is the premier strategy game when it comes
to historical realism. I highly recommend this game if you want an experience that actually feels like what you read about in
history books.. For the 10 EUR I paid for this game I could have gotten a kebab, fries, and a coke. And consuming those would
probably have taken me longer than it did to play this game.

There's some potential here, but it falls horribly short. The game lasts only for 12 turns, which is nowhere near long enough to
make you give a damn about the four people in your editorial team or the gameworld that you inhabit. The game just feels
empty and entirely forgettable.

The game is visually appealing, so it does have that going for it. But it still feels like a demo, not an actual game.

If you can pick this up at a heavy discount, its a fun little game to try, but at full price its robbery in broad daylight.. 10/10
"Like Skyrim with... Whatever the ♥♥♥♥ that thing was" -IGN
"GOTY every year!" - Notch. I paid nineteen cents for this game. .19$ NINETEEN. And I would happily spend ten dollars. This
game is an absolute gem. The RPG mechanics aren't anything new, true, but the writing is absolutely solid - entertaining and
believable while managing to be genuinely funny. Easily worth a look.
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Game won't full screen. Z is inexplicably used as the "enter" key by default. Took a lot of button mashing to figure out how to
even start a new game. I appreciate the devs dream but I can't recommend the game as it stands, needs a lot of QoL attunement.

Edit: Recommending the game due to dev addressing the issues listed above.. Overall an intriguing art style and story concept,
but game play mechanics are dated and clunky.. now i can make my own manga xD
this software is not difficult to learn and this is perfect for starter like me :D .. Only play for the trading card, but play like an
hour and finish the game... After playing the series in reverse order I have judged Earned in Blood to be the peak of the series.
Earned in Blood is sort of ancillary to Road to Hill 30, but it surpasses it in challenge and tactical depth. While the original game
can be sometimes unfair with AI shooting through hedgerows and an uneven difficulty curve, Earned in Blood's toughness is
derived from throwing a mix of obstacles your way and an improved enemy AI.. All 3 Retro Fantasy music packs are so far so
good. Keep up the good work, Mr. Stuedler. Might wanna consider adding sound effects soon, but still. Keep up the good work..
Great game! Glad to see that someone else realized it, too!
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